
WEXHAM PARK HOSPITAL, SLOUGH, BERKSHIRE  

Project overview  

Kier Construction London are currently building a new £49m Accident & Emergency 
Department for the Frimley Health NHS Foundation Trust at Wexham Park Hospital. Kier 
identified an area of neglected woodland sitting adjacent to the site boundary, with this 
Kier formed a strategy though a community engagement day to enhance the biodiversity 
of the area. The aim was to provide opportunities for local wildlife and a green space for 
hospital patients to enjoy. 

What were the biodiversity conditions on site, prior to the enhancement? 

The woodland prior to the engagement programme was a relatively disturbed setting . 
Over the years it had been contaminated with litter and hadn’t been well looked after or 
maintained. There was little sighting of birds, bugs and other wildlife you would expect in 
a woodland area. The Woodland had one point of pedestrian access and a bare earth 
path running throughout. It seemed apparent that the area hadn’t been preserved by the 
hospital estates team for a while, leading to its neglected state. 

What were the reasons behind this project ? 

As a part of Kier’s strategic objectives ‘Vision 2020,’ Kier aims to protect, enhance and 
where possible create wildlife habitats. Kier also have a social and cooperate 
responsibility framework called Shaping Our Communities in which Kier drive to increase 
social impact and maximising its value. Following this is it was decided that we further 
embrace these values on our project with the creation of the Wexham Woodland.  This 
project also aided us to form a response to the Big Biodiversity Challenge. 

 
 

THE WEXHAM WOODLAND 

BIG Biodiversity Challenge Award Category: Community Engagement   



To ensure we did not harm or affect any present wildlife or nature, Crossman 
Associates Ltd were employed to carry out an ecology survey of the woodland. The 
survey outcomes provided us with an insight to the existing area and guidance of 
how enhancements to the area can take place.  

Following this an action plan was compiled with ways in which we will enhance the 
woodland. An agenda of activities was formed with tasks for the volunteers to 
complete on the community engagement day. Posters were put up in and around 
the Hospital inviting the local community and Hospital Staff to get involved. Email 
bulletins were sent to Kier, Kier Subcontractors and Firmly Park NHS trust 
employees inviting them to volunteer on the engagement day. A total number of 18 
volunteers joined on the community engagement day from Kier and the Firmly Park 
NHS Trust.   

The volunteers cleared the woodland of litter, formed three new entrances for the 
public to enter and created a clear pathway for the public to freely access. Along 
with general maintenance the volunteers created various habitat homes. Several 
bird boxes and bug hotels were hung up around the woodland to home the birds 
and bugs within. Dead wood was collected from around the woodland and stacked 
upon each other to create log piles for stag beetles. Signs were made from scrap 
timber generated from site, they were painted and put-up in the woodland 
educating the public on the Biodiversity Measures and pointing out these habitat 
homes.  

Seeds were scattered on empty patches in the woodland to enhance growth of new 
species to brighten up the woodland and in some areas the team plated new florae. 
With all the Biodiversity enhancement, the team decided to build some benches to 
provide seating for the public to enjoy and embrace the surrounding. Using pallets 
collected for the site, the volunteers built large benches which were cut up, 
assembled and stained by the volunteers.  



 Further information 

Following installation of the bird boxes, bug hotels and stag piles, there has been 
sighting of many insects and wildlife adopting these habitats. The seeds and flore 
planted by the team have begun to shoot out of the ground, filling in these once 
empty patches.  

I believe the challenge was a success, volunteers enjoyed working in the woodland & 
contributing to enhance the biodiversity. The Firmly NHS Trust are delighted that the 
abandoned area has now become an attraction for patients & public to enjoy.   

The woodland works post completion has caught the attention of Slough Borough 
Council, who will be installing Cycle shelters and litter bins in and around the 
woodland to help maintain and allow means of sustainable transport for visitors.   

On the Wexham Woodland Project, I would have not done much different, it turned 
out better than expected. As advise for similar schemes, I would recommend that 
planned tasks are carried out over a series of days rather than one event to try and 
get everything done. 

The project team have benefited greatly from the challenge. Not only has it brought 
the team pay greater respect to biodiversity but it has also provided them with 
greater knowledge on the matter. It is great seeing the Woodland being utilised by 
the team during their breaks and lunches.   

Project Team 

Client – Frimley Park NHS Trust   
Funders – Kier Construction London  
Volunteer organisations – Kier Construction London, Frimley Park NHS Trust & 
Beamfast Ltd (Carpentry)  
What was the motivation for carrying out the enhancement? 

Walking past the site daily, it’s disheartening seeing such an adventurous space in 
such bad shape. Knowing the woodland is a home for many spices, I did not apricate 
the conditions that once existed.  

This disbelief along with the great support from the project 
team at Kier and the NHS Frimley foundation Trust provided 
me with the motivation needed in carrying out the 
enhancement 


